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President’s Message
Francis Au

Dear fellow RCTP members,
We have another eventful month in February 2014, let alone the
Chinese New Year celebration. Lots were happening.
** 54th District Conference **
Thank you for all the supporting members and spouses. The
person-in-charge of spouse program, PP Grace of RC HK Harbour,
thanked our Rotaryannes for a big time. Our Rotaryannes always
carry the Tai Po spirit. Enthusiastic, energetic, proactive, and
participate!!! There is no doubt Tai Po spirit are partly built upon
our lovely and beautiful Rotaryannes. THANK YOU “Ah So”!!!!

My highlight of the Conference is the participation in Rotary Day
on 23rd Feb (Sunday). My whole family & I joined Rotary Club of
HK City North to visit Caritas Lok King Centre. It is something
special for my kids, especially Charlotte. She had a chance to play
music with the mentally-disabled by doing all kinds of percussion.
They loved and enjoyed all the noises made. All the kids then
worked with the beneficiaries on making aroma bags. Very good
experience. I’m working with Caritas now, and want to bring our
members to visit some other of their centres. Do stay tuned.

** Interact Club of Tai Po Schools **
Finally our community-based club was officially chartered.
The certificate was issued by Rotary International on 21 Feb
2014. Thank you all the members who had attended our
Interact District Conference and witnessed the birth of our
new Interact Club. The picture we all took with them was
huge. My fellow members, we have a big club to look after!!!
We now have altogether 150 next generation members and
growing. A next generation gathering will be organised soon.
Please do show up and support our next generation!!!

** New meeting venue **
After over half year running between W Hotel and Hullett
House, we finally have an anchor meeting place, Royal
Garden Hotel. Having a proper fixed address will definitely
help our speaker program and all our members to attend our
meetings. I just want show my appreciation and thanks for all
your tolerance for running around in the last couple of
months. I hope you all enjoy the new venue, food, and
meeting setup. Any comments? Please let me know anytime.
Thank you so much for all the support all the time. I love you
all!
Thanks,
Francis
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Editor Says … …
Claire Mak

In January 2014, we witnessed the launch of
“We Can Code” project, an 8-weekly Apps
writing course pioneered by President Francis
for the members of our Interact Club of Tai Po
Schools and a few related students. The idea is
to teach the students basic app
writing skills so that they can make
use of the computer and their smart
phones to invent some useful apps
for daily application at almost nil cost.
The course was fully subscribed in no time.
This is not at all surprising in this day and age
given that technology dominates our daily lives.
Look, you can leave home without bringing
your ID card or any money; but dare you go out
without your smart phone? I think you and
indeed most HK people have the impulse to
check and/or chat on the phone every now and
then. You just wouldn’t leave it alone for more
than two hours, would you?
Hong Kong is densely populated with
smartphones. Really, few do not possess one.
Average walking pace is annoyingly hindered
and at times I’ve been shocked by my urges to
shout at those morons in front of me who,
with their eyes fixed on their phone screens,
ears plugged with head-phones, were entirely
oblivious that they blocked
everyone
who
followed.
Sometimes, these people even
text as they cross the road, yes,
when they were on the road,
not
the
pavement
or
pedestrian walkway!
The real and pressing issue here is safety. I am
sure there are lots of people who were injured
in accidents caused by texting while walking.

I read recently that somewhere in the United
States, texting while walking is outlawed with a
fine of US$85 for offenders. Not really a big
deterrent fine; but I’d like to see something
similar implemented in Hong Kong; not for the
revenue but more to draw the issue for
attention.
The MTR devised a friendly
warning near the escalators. The
announcement is like this: “Please
hold the handrail; don’t keep your
eyes only on your mobile phone!”
This timely warning reflects the seriousness of
the issue. Hopefully, it really serves to warn
people against the head-drooped addiction in
the virtual world at the expense of their own
safety.
The worrying part is there was already a very
Hong Kong solution to this problem, workable
or otherwise: a “Walk n’ Text Helper” apps that
had been developed to allow people to keep up
this irritating and dangerous
habit. It uses your camera as
the background while you are
texting. Such apps will not speed up pedestrian
traffic and is an unlikely cure to the phone
addiction.
Given that quite a lot of
Hongkongers own more than one phone, if you
are caught walking while texting on two phones
at once, even fines aren’t enough!

I hope the “We Can Code” apps tutorials can
instil some incentives into the students to
develop some apps to curb, if not cure, the
problem of people’s addiction to using/abusing
the smart phone. Hopefully, by the Closing
Ceremony on 29 March, we get a few pleasant
surprises.
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Rotary Information
Peter Lam

Rotary International just had its 109th anniversary few weeks ago on 23rd February so lets’ review some of Rotary’s history, a subject that
our relatively new members should know more.

HISTORY OF ROTARY INTERNATIONAL & THE FIRST FOUR ROTARIANS
Paul P. Harris, an attorney, wanted to create a professional group with the same friendly
spirit he felt in the small towns of his youth. On 23 February 1905, Harris, Gustavus
Loehr, Silvester Schiele, and Hiram Shorey gathered at Loehr’s office in Room 711 of
the Unity Building in downtown Chicago. This was the first Rotary club meeting. They
decided to call the new club “Rotary” after the practice of rotating meeting locations.
Read about each of the first four Rotarians below, and about Harry L. Ruggles, who is
often called the "fifth Rotarian."The first four Rotarians (from left): Gustavus Loehr,
Silvester Schiele, Hiram Shorey, and Paul P. Harris, circa 1905-12
Rotary’s founder, Harris, was born in Wisconsin, USA, on 19 April 1868. He was
raised by his paternal grandparents in Vermont and attended the University of Vermont,
Princeton, and the University of Iowa. He was Rotary president from 1910 to 1912 and
a member of the Rotary Club of Chicago until his death on 27 January 1947.

The first four Rotarians (from left): Gustavus

Loehr, a mining engineer, was born on 18 October 1864 in Carlinville, Illinois. He Loehr, Silvester Schiele, Hiram Shorey, and Paul
P. Harris, circa 1905-12
was a Rotarian for only a few years, never holding office at the club or international
level. But that first Rotary meeting was held in his office, Room 711 of the Unity Building in downtown Chicago. He died in Chicago
on 23 May 1918.

A Rotarian for only a few years, Shorey, a merchant tailor, served as recording secretary during the club’s first year. He was born in
Maine in August 1862 and died in March 1944.
Schiele, a coal dealer, served as the Chicago club’s first president in 1905 and Rotary International’s third treasurer in 1945. Born in
Terre Haute, Indiana, in June 1870, Schiele attended Terre Haute Business College and served in the U.S. Army during the SpanishAmerican War. He was president of the Schiele Coal Company from 1902 until his retirement in 1939. He and Harris became lifelong
friends and lived near each other on the South Side of Chicago. Schiele died on 17 December 1945 and is buried near Harris at Mount
Hope Cemetery.
Originally from Michigan, Ruggles was a graduate of Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, and joined Rotary at its second
meeting. He was treasurer of the Chicago club during its first year, president from 1908 to 1910, and a Rotary director from 1912 to
1913. He is known for having introduced singing to Rotary club meetings. His printing company, H.L. Ruggles & Co., printed the first
issue of The National Rotarian and the first Rotary songbook. He died on 23 October 1959, an honorary member of seven clubs in
addition to his home club, the Rotary Club of Chicago.
Within five years clubs had formed across the country, from San Francisco to New York.
In August 1910, Rotarians held their first convention in Chicago. The 16
clubs that existed at that time united to form the National Association of
Rotary Clubs. In 1912, the name changed to International Association of
Rotary Clubs to reflect the addition of clubs in other countries. The name
Rotary International was adopted in 1922. By July 1925, Rotary had grown
to more than 2,000 clubs and an estimated 108,000 members on six
continents.RC Chicago member roster 1905 & first Rotary club Constitution
& by-laws 1906

RC Chicago member roster 1905 & first Rotary club
Constitution & by-laws 1906

Rotary’s reputation attracted presidents, prime ministers, and a host of other
luminaries to its ranks — among them author Thomas Mann, diplomat
Carlos P. Romulo, and composer Jean Sibelius. As Rotary grew, members
pooled their resources and used their talents to serve their communities. The
organization's dedication to this ideal is best expressed in its motto: Service
Above Self.
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Star Reaching Project 2013-2014
Closing Ceremony
Jacky Sung

As a continual support to the community services in Tai Po, RCTP has been sponsoring the Star Reaching Project for 18
years. There were about 30 “marginal youngsters” participating in the project. The theme of this year was “Stay away from
Gamble (離賭行動)”. The objective was to expose the damages of gambling to a person’s life and future. Through a series
of challenging and inspiring activities, the project was able to provide a good opportunity for the young participants to
experience an energetic healthy life style.

After our visit to one of their events in January, we were invited to their closing ceremony on 21st February in Fu Hung
Estate, Tai Po. There were games and a video presentation to re-address the importance of staying away from gamble.
We were delighted that a total of 12 RCTP members and spouses came to support this meaningful event. Being one of the
organisational sponsors, our President Francis gave awards to some outstanding participants and shared his wisdom of life
with all. The event, along with the cheerful faces of the young participants, concluded our success in the Star Reaching
project 2013-2014.
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Rotary Club of Tai Po is awarded Caring Organisation 8 years in a row!
Thanks ALL the Past Presidents' effort all these years!

Tai Po Rotarians joined baby club Rotary Club of SoHo at its 100th meeting
5th March 2014
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22-23 February 2014, Crowne Plaza Hotel
Claire Mak

The 54th District Conference opened with a lion dance on an otherwise gloomy Saturday morning. The first speaker and Guest of
Honour was none other than the Hon. Mr. Justice Kemal Bokhary, non-permanent Judge of the Court of Final Appeal. Despite the
speaker’s profile and standing, I think his speech, which touched on Human Rights and the rule of law, did not really serve to
‘reconnect’ nor ‘discover’ and the patient audience do not seem any wiser. Rather, RI President’s Personal Representative
Tumangan’s address surprises everyone with his own thorough research into the state of our District affairs and had given almost a
report in place of DG Eugene!

After coffee break came the ‘Business’ session whereby District Financial Statement of IPDG Kenneth’s year and conference resolutions
were passed. Then DG Eugene reported on the state of District Report. PDG Moses’ Rotary moment was very disappointing as he only
did the talking without bothering to show even one photo! Such disappointment dissipated once PDG Peter Wong and Past District
Rotaract Representative and Chairlady of Asia Pacific Rotaract Regional Conference did their promotion. It was lively and enticing and I
hope they achieve the desired promotional effect for APRRC this July.
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Lunch was orderly but nothing spectacular. Service could have improved and sped up as members were late for the next plenary
session and spouses rushed to join the Spouse program. After being introduced by PDG Anthony Hung, Guest Speaker Dr. Aron
Harilela drew members’ attention on how to launch a successful business, stressing the importance of passion and innovation. Rotary
moments as PDG Joseph Lee was more entertaining as he described what he had gained through voluntary service and showing
photos of his involvement in Rotary – and as its youngest governor then.

Most RCTP members attended the Breakout session on “Youth”, not because PDG Anthony was the resource person, but because our
newly chartered ‘community-based’ Interact Club, the Interact Club of Tai Po Schools, sent its President, Internal Vice President and
Financial officer; teacher in charge Ms. Chow and also Principal Edwin Poon to speak to us. The young gentleman easily overshadowed
other speakers and became the focus of all attention. Establishing such a new club is a novel idea for the District.

Meanwhile, spouses had fun at a make-up workshop. Rtnn Wanda was the model and got a look rarely seen by us.

What followed was a lengthy lull of more than 2 hours when members got to sample some free flowing wines on offer as we waited
for the Rotary 109th Anniversary Ball to commence. The Theme of the Ball was the Roaring Twenties. There were the usual dance and
singing and even lucky draw which did not really excite our members. RCTP members had had their own fair bit of fun cheering and
catching up with members from friendly clubs.
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What is worth specific mentioning is our sergeant team, comprising mainly of dutiful RCTP
members: PP Peter Lam, PP Jacky Sung and VP Vikky Tam. Together they helped out Chief Sergeant
Fredrick Ng a lot and there were praises all around for their good work! You 3 did us proud!

What happened on Day 2 of the District Conference was a lot less enticing and indeed, Tai Po has only 4 die-hard Rotarians attending:
PDG Anthony (and Mary), IPDG Kenneth, PP Wilson and President Francis. Day 2 comprised the Leaders’ Breakfast, PP Wilson
promoting the next District Conference and also services in the afternoon.
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3 March 2014
Claire Mak

Area 6 Spring Dinner is held year after year and the program tends to repeat itself year after year (well, save maybe in the “Service
Above Self” year when we went for an NT outing plus poon choi dinner instead). This year’s dinner, held at Royal Plaza Hotel on 3rd
March, was no exception. We had the routine Chinese Banquet, Rotary song, toasting, mark-six lai sees, new member induction,
drinking competition, Chinese lantern riddles and also the lucky draw. Even the presence of DG Eugene or other PDGs or incoming
district leaders did not enhance the evening much. Regardless of what happened on the stage, RCTP members, which has a strong
2.5 tables presence, drank, cheered, took photos, chatted and enjoyed fellowship amongst ourselves.
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Golf & Fellowship Dinner with mother club RC Peninsula
Peter Lam

Our third annual inter-club golf tournament with mother club Rotary Club of Peninsula was held on a
cloudy, chilly day on Friday 7th March at the Kau Sai Chau Public Golf course (East Course) in Sai Kung.
Both sides have 3 teams of 2 players each competing in the best balls by hole format. Our teams were
represented by PP Man & President Francis in team 1 against mother club’s President Eric Chak & PP
Simon Chan, IPDG Kenneth & PP Peter in team 2 against PP Charles Chang & Rtn. Paul Tse, and PP
Tsubaki & PP Frankie in team 3 against PP Dicky Lam & Rtn. Kohei Yamazaki. Too bad both our two
clubs did not have more players to form another team of two so our PP Ping Leung ended up teaming up
with PP Tsubaki’s better half Connie for a friendly match with their PP Patrick Yue and our baby club RC
SoHo’s CP Chris Tsang. It was a fruitful and lucky day for our club as we won by 2-1 with victory by
team 1 & 2 and Peter Lam was indeed very lucky to win the “closest to pin” and “longest drive” prizes
while Francis Au also captured another “closest to pin” prize. We must give big thanks and appreciation
to our mother club for organizing the game as well as arranging the very nice trophies which all ended up
in our hands!
Fun and fellowship were of course our main objectives so the highlight of the day in fact came right after the afternoon game which
was the seafood dinner at Chuen Kee (全記) in Sai Kung. Other than all the players, the dinner was well participated by our spouses
and PP Wilson & Wanda, PP Ron & Alice and William and Bebe also came all the way to join us for the dinner. Thank you Wilson
for bringing us the Glenlivet whisky which Francis gladly poured into the crystal trophy to drink and shared with our players right
after the prize presentation ceremony! Just as the laughter and the toasting seemed to be slowing down at the end of the dinner,
another interesting after-dinner activity started – the 牌九. I have no idea about this game and was only an observer but could still
feel the excitement of all the players and I think at the end Francis, PP Simon and President Eric emerged as the big winners!
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Closing Ceremony 10 March 2014
William Yim

Sunshine Teens is a service project funded by RCTP and jointly organized by RCTP, New Territories Heung Yee Kuk Tai Po District
Secondary School (the School) and Salvation Army. Judging from experience, junior secondary students are generally easier to be
tempted and affected by peer pressure so that when they encounter difficulties in school or family, they may resort to various
irrational means to resolve problems and relieve pressure.
In view of the above, the target group of Sunshine Teens is Form 1 students of the School. The program provides participants with a
series of training activities which aims at developing their self-confidence, self-understanding, time management and building a
healthy lifestyle. In addition, it is expected that this positive change can be promoted to their schoolmates, thus establishing an
enthusiastic and caring atmosphere within the campus.
President Francis, Rotarian William, VP Vikky and Rotarian Timmy represented RCTP in the Closing Ceremony which was held on 10th
March at the school hall to signify the perfect end of the program. Wendy Poon, Catherine Mak and Kennis Ngai from Salvation
Army and Vice Principal Mr. Tsang of the School also joined the event.
The ceremony started off with a speech delivered by Francis, followed by a touching and humorous sharing by Mr. Tsang. Miss
Catherine Mak also gave a speech.
Afterwards, there was a student sharing session. Several participants expressed their feelings towards the program and shared what
they have gained throughout the project period. They pointed out that the program has shaped them into a confident person, and
they enjoyed the program a lot, especially the dancing training and the BBQ event last month.
Next, the guests enjoyed two dancing performances by the participants and their mentors, who participated in Sunshine Teens four
years ago. They like dancing so much they keep on having dance training and even formed a dancing team lately!
Towards the end of the ceremony, certificates were presented to all the participants and photos were taken to capture this
memorable occasion.

Sunshine Teens 2013-2014 commenced in last summer.
It consists of the following 4 phases:
1st phase:
Program introduction, Parents’ seminar and Disciplinary and team
building workshop
2nd phase:
Day camp with sports training and parents gathering
3rd phase:
Group activities for all Form 1 students, Interest group etc.
4th phase:
Closing Ceremony which includes sharing session, prize presentation
and parents’ workshop
Rotary Club of Tai Po
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Regular Meeting on 10th March

Dr. Patrick Yung: “Myths and Facts of Team Physician”

Hon. Members Mathew and Charles
(1st and 4th from left) supported Patrick
(2nd) and met with newest member
Sally (middle) and PP Jacky (right).
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Dr. Patrick Yung corrected our
misunderstanding when he revealed
the truth behind “Team Physician:
Myths and Facts”.

Loyal supporters of Dr. Patrick
Yung.

Dr. CM Yu (right)
witnessed 麻 辣
Sergeant Frankie
in action when
red box was
collected
from
IPDG Kenneth.

VP Vikky won
the
whiskey
ice
cubes
raffle gift given
out by Pres.
Francis.
Everyone at the meeting.

On 11 Mar, 2014, at 1:18, "Francis K M Au" <francis@buddyland.com> wrote:
Dear fellow RCTP members & guests,
Thank you so much for such a highly attended regular meeting. It is the
great RCTP spirit that brings all of us together. Thank you!

March Birdies: Ping,
Caren and Tsubaki.

Patrick - Such a great talk. I’m sure I can speak for everybody that we all
enjoyed it a lot. Thank you for letting all of us know about the
PP Charles won the raffle professionalism behind sport science and especially the team physician.
gift of truffle cheese given True eye opener.

out by thoughtful Timmy.

CP Donald & IPP Ron — Thank you for coming back when you guys are busy.
You make our club picture complete. Thank you!
KM, Matthew and Charles — It is always an honour to have you guys with us.
Look forward to seeing you guys soon. Join us to Macau if you can!!!!!
P Eric & DGN Peter — Our pleasure to have you guys with us tonight. Thank
you good friends!!
Everyone — Please welcome CM joining us the first time. I’m sure we will
see him more soon. A good news for RCTP will be announced very very soon.
Thank you very very much!!! You all are members that every President
dreams of. I’m grateful and honoured to have you all supporting RCTP all the
time all the way.
See you all next week!!! Let’s support PP Claire!!!

RCTP was particularly “safe” with doctors’ presence:
Dr. K.M. Chan and Dr. C.M. Yu, (3rd and 4th from
the left), Dr Patrick Yung, Dr. Joan S.K. Ng and Dr.
Peter Pang (3rd, 2nd and 1st from right).

Thanks,
Francis
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Interact District Conference cum Interact Club of Tai Po Schools Charter
1 Mar 2014 (Sat) Carmel Holy Word Secondary School
Claire Mak

The 49th Joint Interact Council held what turned out to be a
quickly patched up Interact District Conference on 1 March 2014
at Carmel Holy Word Secondary School in Tai Po, New Territories.
The whole Conference was conducted in Cantonese and little
attention was paid to protocol or heeding the proper program
agenda. All in all, a rather undignified conference.

President Bosco Wong of the new interact club and his cabinet
showed a great deal of leadership and organization prowess and
was the focus of attention and congratulations.

Even though we have a heavy-weight speaker, The Chief
Secretary, Mrs Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor, GBS, JP who
delivered the keynote speech on “Methods for Selecting the
Chief Executive in 2017 and for Forming the Legislative Council
in 2016”; and fielded
questions (together with Lau
Kwong Wah) from the floor
which somehow tended to
focus on who would bear
responsibility for failing this
or that; she did not stay to
witness
the
charter
ceremony of our new
Interact Club.

The Interact Club of Tai Po Schools is a 78-member strong club
comprising students from 7 different schools. It is the first
“community-based” Interact club. DG Eugene praised this feat
and recognized the effort of our club. President Francis gave
special thanks to IPP Ron, PP Ping and PDG Anthony from RCTP
and the principals of Tai Po schools who really got this new and
energetic club into being.

Our members turned up in numbers and when called for
recognition, the whole row of RCTP members and spouses stood
up and showed much unity. It is slightly disappointing that
students from another of our
Interact clubs, the Interact Club of
Tsung Tsin Christian Academy,
were late and did not really share
in the excitement of the charter of
their brother club.
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Meeting Interact Club of TTCA
William Yim

As invited by the Interact Club of Tsung Tsin Christian
Academy, there was a meeting about the upcoming City Hunt
activity.

Timmy and I joined the meeting on 11th March at 4 p.m. –
5:30 p.m. The meeting went very well. I am very happy to
see a group of energetic, proactive and cheerful children. In
the future, they will try to invite our members to get more
involved in their future meetings and functions.

The Interactors are organizing a City Hunt for the TTCA
students of F3 and above on 3 May and a pre-trip by their
members on 26/27 April. It would be kind of fun to join
them, too!

Regular Meeting
17 February 2014

Social Worker Eugene Chau (2nd from left) brought along his colleagues and student
representatives to update us on two projects: “Star Reaching” Project and “Step Up
Infinity”.

Rtn. Roger gave an astounding Vote of Thanks by summarizing
speaker David’s speech with the following: Development, Autonomy,
Versatile, Informative, Distinguished.

Even though the topic of Mr. David Lok’s speech is
“Developmental Tasks/Stages and Psychological
Well Being", he covered more than child’s
development and branched into good psychology
after retirement - which interests our members more.

Paul must felt all sweetness after he won the raffle gift of a
classic box of Venchi Chocolate (since 1878) given out by Ping.
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February Winners
(100% attendance):

Day

Event

8:30 a.m. Hong Kong Streetathon 10KM
@Kowloon East

Cruise Terminal

29 Mar
(Sat)

4:00 p.m. “We Can Code”
Closing Ceremony

31 Mar
(Mon)

7:00 p.m. Topic: “Culture of HKGolden”
Speaker: Mr. Joe Lam

Room 1400, Academic 2
Building, City University,
Hong Kong

7 Apr
(Mon)

7:00 p.m. 3 Generation Joint Meeting
Speaker: Mr. Bernard Chan

14 Apr
(Mon)

7:00 p.m.: Club Assembly

7:00 p.m. Topic: “Hong Kong Geopark”
Speaker: Mr. Tang King Sing

% of attendance of
regular meetings
(inclusive of make ups)

The Royal Garden,
Mody Road, TSTE

Function Room,
The Royal Garden,
Mody Road, TSTE

Function Rooms,
The Royal Garden,
Mody Road, TSTE
Function Rooms,
The Royal Garden,
Mody Road, TSTE

March
11th Caren Chan

Average attendance: 64.5%
10th Feb.
17th Feb.

Venue

23 Mar
(Sun)

24 Mar
(Mon)

Francis Au,
Paul Chan,
Pearl Dang,
Anthony Hung,
Natalie Kwok,
Peter Lam,
Wilson Lam,
Ping Leung,
Dennis Lo,
Claire Mak,
Man Mo Leung,
Jacky Sung,
KF Tam,
Vikky Tam,
Kenneth Wong,
Frankie Wu,
William Yim

Time

Upcoming Events

17th Jimmy Wai

64.5%
64.5%

19th Masayuki Tsubaki
27th Leung Wo Ping
Chief Editor :
Claire Mak
The Editorial Board :
Peter Lam,
Ronald Chung &
Francis Au

In February
Caren Chan,
David Chan,
Sasha Chu,
Ronald Chung,
Timmy Kwong,
Armstrong Shea,
Sincere Yip,
Patrick Yung

Got something to say?

Tai Post wants to hear from
you.
Write
in
to
claire.mak@rctaipo.org

Tai Post reserves the right to
edit articles for length and
clarity.
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